NOVA LT E C PART N E R
F r a n c h i si n g i n pro f es s i o n al cl eani ng

NOVALTEC GROUP SRL
V i a Pi er S a nt i M a t t a re lla , 2 8
Gard i g ia no di S c o rz è ( V E )

We build the company together

Novaltec Group is a company that produces a complete range of industrial and
professional steam generators with national coverage with various branches in Italy and
partners in countries such as Australia, India, Saudi Arabia, Ireland, Great Britain and
Romania. Established in 1994, it is a constantly expanding reality, with its headquarters in
Venice and more than 30,000 active customers at the moment. It stands out on the market
for a meticulous attention to its products' quality and a peculiar and captivating design
that make it unique and recognizable.
You too can become a Novaltec partner: this is a new way of dealing with the market while
providing companies with unique services capable to improve maintenance processes in
an ecological and economic way, which are essential factors for any company.
Novaltec has invented an innovative and effective method, revolutionizing the world of
steam and its applications, creating a new business with significant growth rates. A rapidly
expanding Franchising network with worldwide ambitions that welcomes and supports you
to quickly and effectively build your company in the successful cleaning sector, with
significant profits from the first year of activity.
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Benefits of membership
“ Cho o se a j o b yo u lo ve an d yo u will nev er hav e to wor k a d ay in y our life”
-C on f u c iu s

Business:
With a minimal investment, by becoming a Novaltec partner you will have the guarantee of
significant profits from the first year of activity, and the opportunity to expand your
expertise. After an initial training and a few days of coaching, as Novaltec partner you will
be able to deal with the first customers and provide the most suitable equipment
customized to meet individual needs.
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Knowledge of business issues
Advantages over any competitor
Knowledge of products
Correct customer approach
Development of a demonstration
Manage a negotiation
Financial instruments management
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I vantaggi derivanti dall’affiliazione

Know how
You will have access to an exclusive and high quality know-how, built throughout twenty
years of activity.
Regardless of your professional background, through constant training and support by
Novaltec staff you can acquire skills that make the difference in today's market.
When you choose to be part of Novaltec's world, you don't choose a job, but a way of
understanding life based on passion, sharing and success.
As a franchisee you will have access to Novaltec's material and job descriptions to acquire
all the necessary notions to start your business and prepare your employees to make a
difference with the customer.
Thanks to the experience acquired in training staff, within a few months the franchisee will
be in a position to operate independently and achieve sufficient quality standards to
generate a positive cash flow.
The marketing staff will support your franchisee in the promotional activities in order to
acquire the first potential customers right away.
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Our proposal

Investment
Waiver fee Euros 30.000 + VAT
Our package includes:
1.

Exclusive geographical area based on the region to which it belongs or the one
available;
2. Starter kit, one machine per type of professional line, three industrial machines,
(5 kw-7,5 kw compact-9,5 standard) one generator of ozone and specific detergent
for a value equal to the entry fee;
3. Discounts reserved to the franchisee;
4. Website;
5. First delivery of catalogues and systems for the following;
6. 15 start up days of training at Novaltec (ideal 3 people 5 each) including technical area,
sales marketing, statistics;
7. Support in the area of competence of the franchisee (operating on customers);
8. Manuals and job descriptions;
9 . Contacts or requests for information that may reach Novaltec from the area of
competence of the franchisee;
10. Participation in a major trade fair during the year to the extent of 50% of the recognized
expenditure in machines at the purchase price;
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